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ABSTRACT

Automated analysis of fluorescence microscopy data relies on

robust segmentation and tracking algorithms for sub-cellular

structures in order to generate quantitative results. The accu-

racy of the image processing results is, however, frequently

unknown or determined a priori on synthetic benchmark data.

We present a particle filter framework based on Markov Chain

Monte Carlo methods and adaptive annealing. Our algorithm

provides on-line per-frame estimates of the detection and

tracking confidence at run time. We validate the accuracy

of the estimates and apply the algorithm to tracking micro-

tubules in mitotic yeast cells. This is based on a likelihood

function that accounts for the dominant noise sources in the

imaging equipment. The confidence estimates provided by

the present algorithm allow on-line control of the detection

and tracking quality.

Index Terms— particle filter, confidence estimate, adap-

tive annealing, microtubule, tracking

1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical analysis of dynamic intracellular structures using

fluorescence microscopy requires acquisition and processing

of large sets of images. Computer-based segmentation and

tracking procedures are essential to sustain reproducibility,

speed, and accuracy of the analysis [1, 2]. Statistical inter-

pretation of the data relies on confidence estimates of the seg-

mentation and tracking results. In general, however, ground

truth data are not available, which limits validation and error

analysis of image processing algorithms. Typically, errors are

estimated on artificially generated data at different Signal to

Noise Ratios (SNR). This only considers the mean (expected)

error at a certain SNR.

Per-frame confidence estimates can be obtained on-line

(at run time) directly on the specific image. Carefully de-

signed likelihood functions model the imaging process, ac-

counting for the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the micro-

scope and the dominant noise sources. Using a particle fil-

ter as a recursive Bayesian estimator, we calculate a posterior
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(filtering) probability density function (pdf), accounting for

prior knowledge about the imaged process and the likelihood

function. This posterior is represented using a particle-based

function approximation. Particles live in state space and have

an assigned weight, reflecting a normalized pdf value. Mo-

ments such as mean and covariance can be computed from

the approximated posterior at each time point. Using the es-

timated posterior moments allows determining confidence in-

tervals for the estimated states. This on-line error quantifi-

cation is based on the particular realization of the noise dis-

tribution in the current image. Analysis of the posterior also

enables detecting breakdowns of the tracking algorithm.

In tracking applications using particle filters, it is of-

ten the case that only few particles carry significant weight.

This degeneracy problem is usually addressed using a re-

sampling procedure. After resampling, all particles carry

non-degenerate weights, but cover less of the state space.

S. Godsill and T. Clapp proposed Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) methods in order to relax this sample impover-

ishment problem [3]. We propose here a variant of this

framework, featuring an adaptive annealing scheme capable

of handling multiscale likelihood functions with peak widths

varying in a broad spectrum. This presents an alternative to

iteratively using a subset of the particles to search for high

likelihood function values [4].

We validate the confidence estimates of our method on

synthetic data at different SNR and present an application

to the analysis of the intrinsically stochastic motion of as-

tral microtubules during metaphase in yeast cells. Particle

filtering without on-line confidence estimates has been previ-

ously used to successfully track microtubules in live cells [5].

We track spindle pole bodies and microtubule tips in 3D flu-

orescence confocal microscopy movies (see Fig. 1a). Using

knowledge about the imaging system, we perform 3D track-

ing and on-line error analysis with sub-voxel resolution.

2. ALGORITHM

In order to estimate the hidden states and confidence inter-

vals, we analyze the likelihood function L(Ik|xi
k), indicat-



ing how likely it is to observe the image Ik at a certain time

point (frame) k given a certain state xi
k. In our framework,

the prior p(xi
k|xi

k−1
) is used to constrain the search space by

filtering the likelihood, preserving its shape in order to ensure

unbiased statistics. We first present the generic part of the al-

gorithm and then the application-specific likelihood function

and prior distribution for microtubule tracking.

2.1. Generic Part

We use the adaptive procedure outlined in Algorithm 1 to re-

lax the sample impoverishment problem and allow for mul-

tiscale likelihood functions. The algorithm starts by defin-

ing the initial set P of n particles (line 1 of Algorithm 1),

which are then sampled from the proposal distribution q (line

4). This is followed by computation of the normalized par-

ticle weights (lines 6–7) and MCMC iterations (lines 8–18)

comprising two phases: annealing (lines 10–13) and classi-

cal MCMC moves (line 17). The annealing phase provides a

good starting point and proposal distribution for the classical

MCMC moves.

Within the MCMC sub-routine (line 17), the particle po-

sitions are updated by a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm us-

ing the posterior pdf as its stationary distribution. This yields

the new particle set Pu with unchanged weights. We use a

Gaussian with a diagonal covariance matrix as the proposal

distribution for the MCMC moves. Good proposal distribu-

tions should be similar to the desired stationary distribution

[6]. During annealing, the covariance matrix of Pu (line 9)

approximates the covariance matrix of the stationary distribu-

tion. We estimate the covariance matrix as:

Σ̃ =

n
∑

i=1

wi(xi − x̃)(xi − x̃)T , x̃ =

n
∑

i=1

wixi . (1)

Since the initial proposal distribution is very broad, most

particles are degenerate. In order to cluster the particles at

positions of high likelihood, we perform a resampling oper-

ation (line 11). After resampling, Σ is adapted (annealed) in

line 12. The parameter 0 < c < 1 is the exponential learning

factor of the adaptation of Σ. Annealing ends as soon as the

adaptation becomes insignificant. We quantify significance

by the Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL between two normal

distributions with means 0 and covariance matrices Σ and Σ′

(line 14). If its derivative D′

KL is smaller than a user-defined

threshold ǫ, annealing stops (lines 14–16).

As soon as a user-defined termination criterion (e.g. max-

imum number of iterations) is met (line 18), the desired es-

timates x̂, Σ̂ for the moments of the posterior are computed

based on the union of all particle sets since the end of the

annealing phase (line 19).

2.2. Specific Part

We design the likelihood function L(Ik, xi
k) and the prior dis-

tribution p(xi
k|xi

k−1
) for the specific application of astral mi-

Algorithm 1 Particle Filter with Adaptive Annealing

1: Initialize sample set P1 = {xi
0
}

2: for k = 1 . . . Nframes do

3: u = 1, annealing = true
4: Draw samples xi

k ∼ q, wi = 1/n
5: Initialize Σ using Eq. 1 on P1

6: Compute weights wi = L(Ik, xi
k)p(xi

k|xi
k−1

)
7: Normalize weights wi = wi/

∑

j wj

8: repeat

9: Estimate Σ′ using Eq. 1 on Pu

10: if annealing then

11: Pu = RESAMPLE(Pu)
12: Adapt Σ = (1 − c)Σ + cΣ′

13: end if

14: if D′

KL(N (0,Σ)||N (0,Σ′)) < ǫ then

15: annealing = false, u′ = u
16: end if

17: MCMC(Pu,Σj,j), u = u + 1
18: until not(termination criterion)
19: Compute x̂ and Σ̂ using Eq. 1 on ∪u

j=u′Pj

20: end for

crotubule tracking during metaphase in yeast cells. 3D dig-

ital videos were acquired using a confocal microscope and

show the microtubule tip and Spindle Pole Body (SPB) pro-

teins Spc72p and Bik1p, labeled with green fluorescent pro-

tein (Fig. 1a–c). The dynamics of the system are driven by

microtubules randomly switching between phases of assem-

bly and disassembly. As fluorescent proteins are constantly

transported along the microtubules, they may cause object in-

tensities to increase over time, even though the total inten-

sity in the whole image decreases due to photobleaching. We

model the system as 3 connected, diffraction-limited objects

(microtubule tip plus 2 SPBs) that appear as scaled 3D PSFs.

In order to serve as biologically relevant read-out, the peak

intensities of the objects are explicitly represented in the state

vector, resulting in a 12-dimensional state space.

The likelihood function is designed to model the process

of image acquisition. This involves both a good model for

the dominant noise sources of the imaging equipment and the

PSF of the microscope.

We used an electron multiplying charge-coupled device

(EMCCD) camera, where electrons exiting the CCD sensor

are multiplied in a pipeline before the voltage is read out. The

dominant noise sources are Poisson-distributed shot noise and

excess noise (multiplication noise). Excess noise is intro-

duced by the stochastic process of impact ionization in the

electron-multiplying pipeline, while shot noise is imposed by

the discrete photon counts. The pdf of the number n of elec-

trons exiting the multiplying pipeline for a number N of elec-

trons entering is modeled as [7]:

p(n,N) =
1√

2πF 2M2N
exp

−(n − MN)2

2F 2M2N
, (2)



where M > 1 is the linear digital gain and F the excess

noise factor (ENF). The number N of electrons entering the

pipeline can be determined from the grayscale intensity val-

ues O in the image as:

N = (O − D)
C

M · Qλ

. (3)

D is the mean of the “dark image”, recorded using the cam-

era system without any light source, C is a camera-specific

constant provided by the manufacturer, and Qλ the quantum

efficiency of the CCD sensor at the recording wavelength λ.

Using this noise model, we formulate for each pixel (or

voxel) v ∈ I in the observed image I the marginal p(Iv|Jv),
the pdf of the pixel having intensity Iv given an expected in-

tensity Jv . For a specific realization of J , i.e. an expected

image, p(Jv) = 1, such that the marginal is given by the joint

pdf in Eq. 2 with N = Jv . The expected image J (in the ab-

sence of noise) is computed from the current state vector xk

of the particle filter and the PSF of the microscope as:

J(xk) = B +

2
∑

i=1

JSPBi
PSF(xSPBi

) + JTipPSF(xTip) . (4)

JSPB1,2
and JTip are the expected intensities of the two SPBs

and the microtubule tip as stored in the state vector, PSF(y)
is the microscope PSF centered at position y. All pixels of

the background image B are set to the most frequently oc-

curring pixel intensity in the observed I . Construction of the

marginals is completed by modeling the PSF of the micro-

scope. As a first approximation, we use a Gaussian whose

width is fitted to recorded images of point sources. In addi-

tion, we also measured the true PSF by imaging fluorescent

beads, and generated a high-resolution lookup table for the

PSF as described in Sec. 3.1. The two models are compared

in Sec. 3.2.

Using the noise and PSF models outlined above, and as-

suming the noise in different pixels to be statistically indepen-

dent, the likelihood function can be constructed by multiply-

ing all marginal, thus:

L(Ik, xi
k) =

∏

v

p(Iv|Jv(xk)) . (5)

Evaluation of this likelihood function is computationally ef-

ficient since many voxels have identical intensity values and

need not be considered separately.

The prior distribution has, in our framework, the role of

constraining the search space to regions of high likelihood.

Before the annealing step of the algorithm, it is equal to the

proposal distribution q of the particle filter. We choose a uni-

form distribution q = U [I] over the interval I. For the present

application, we use cell-fixed spherical coordinates. The old

SPB serves as the origin, the optical axis of the microscope

corresponds to zero azimuthal angle, and the x-axis in image

space is used as the reference for the polar angle. The interval

I around xk is specified in these coordinates.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. (a) An example micrograph of labeled yeast cells in

maximum projection. Intensities are inverted for better vi-

sualization. (b) Maximum projection of the labeled micro-

tubules in a single cell during mitosis. (c) 3D stack of the

microtubules in (b). The spots from left to right are the mi-

crotubule tip, SPB 2 (old pole), and SPB 1 (new pole). (d)

Image with overlaid proposal distribution. Each particle of

the particle filter gives rise to 3 dots, corresponding to the 9

estimated position dimensions.

3. VALIDATION AND RESULTS

3.1. Validation Data

We validate the error estimates on artificial feature point data.

Time series of artificial images Ki are generated according to

Eq. 4 based on known state vectors x and background B =
50. The feature point positions perform a random walk, yield-

ing a movie of simulated Brownian motion. As a PSF, we use

the measured PSF of the microscope determined from images

of fluorescent beads. Assuming the PSF to be radially sym-

metric, the intensities are averaged along circles of different

radii around the intensity centroid of the bead’s image [1].

We average the PSF determined from 5 different images in

order to reduce the noise. Since the width of the likelihood

function decreases with increasing SNR, we test adaptation

to different likelihood widths by simulating different SNRs.

This is done by scaling the peak intensity Kmax of the PSF

according to: SNR = (Kmax − b)/(F · √Kmax). The ENF is

measured to be F = 1.5 for our equipment. Finally we re-

place all pixel values Kv in K by Gaussian random numbers

with mean Kv and standard deviation FM
√

Kv (cf. Eq. 2)

with gain M = 40. The resulting images correspond to a

pixel size of 160 × 160 nm and a distance between confocal

planes (voxel depth) of 200 nm.



3.2. Results

We use the present adaptive particle filter to track the Brow-

nian motion of the feature points in the artificially generated

movies and assess the quality of the confidence estimates (not

of the tracking itself!). We compare the estimated standard

deviation σ̂ of the x and z positions (y is identical to x, not

shown) – as determined by the Σ̂ in Algorithm 1 – to the

standard deviation with respect to the known true positions

xi of the validation data: σ =
√

1

f

∑f

i (x̂i − xi)2. All esti-

mates are averaged over f = 200 frames, leading to averaged

true and estimated uncertainties 〈σ〉 and 〈σ̂〉, respectively. We

use n = 40 particles and 30 MCMC iterations after anneal-

ing. Figure 2 shows the results. The confidence estimates

as determined by Algorithm 1 (solid lines) are always larger

than the reference standard deviations of the benchmark data

(dashed lines), providing conservative uncertainty estimates.

Using a Gaussian PSF model (squares), reduces the absolute

tracking quality (dashed lines) in z, but has no significant ef-

fect on the estimated tracking uncertainty (solid lines). For

the true PSF, our algorithm is able to accurately estimate the

tracking confidence with mean standard deviation differences

∆σ = |〈σ〉 − 〈σ̂〉| < 7 nm in the lateral and ∆σ < 12 nm

in axial direction. The standard deviation of the estimator de-

creases with increasing SNR and is low throughout (<5 nm

laterally and <22 nm axially). In 99% of the frames, the con-

fidence estimates are accurate within ±3σ̂.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented and validated an object tracking frame-

work with on-line confidence estimates based on a particle fil-

ter with adaptive annealing. The framework provides on-line

sub-pixel estimates of the tracking uncertainty at all SNRs

tested. In our case, using a Gaussian PSF model had no signif-

icant effect on the estimator. The presented adaptive MCMC

scheme handles well likelihood functions of different widths.

On multimodal posterior distributions, however, the proposal

distribution of the MCMC is bad, which leads to frequent re-

jection of MCMC moves and bad estimation of tracking un-

certainly. Our framework, as well as the PSF estimation tool,

are implemented as plug-ins to the open-source platform Im-

ageJ.
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